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The structural and chemical composition of two unique microstructures formed on nickel, with nanoscale features, produced using femtosecond laser surface processing (FLSP) techniques is reported in this paper. These two surface morphologies, termed mounds and nanoparticle-covered pyramids, are part of a larger class of self-organized micro/nanostructured surfaces formed using FLSP. Cross-sections of the structures produced using focused ion beam milling techniques were analyzed with a transmission electron microscope. Both morphologies have a solid core with a layer of nanoparticles on the surface. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy by scanning transmission electron microscopy studies reveal that the nanoparticles are a nickel oxide, while the core material is pure nickel. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4821452]

Femtosecond laser surface processing (FLSP) is rapidly emerging as a powerful and flexible technique for the fabrication of functionalized multiscale surfaces. By simultaneously modifying both surface morphology and surface chemistry, FLSP can be utilized to modify the physical, chemical, mechanical, and electrical properties of a target material without the deposition of additional materials. FLSP is utilized to generate wide-band optical absorbers such as black silicon, colored metals, and biologically inspired surfaces with tailored wettability. However, the application of FLSP for the fabrication of advanced materials is still in the early stages. Much of the current understanding of the different surface morphologies that can be created on a given material via FLSP has been derived from phenomenological studies based on the empirical demonstration of a laser-processed surface structure. There is a critical need to better understand the laser-material interactions that lead to the development of multiscale surfaces in order to tailor the size, shape, and structural properties of a surface for a given application. Additionally, previous studies have demonstrated that various laser and environmental parameters can be used to influence the induced surface morphology. For example, the size of micro-structures is a function of the laser fluence, the structure protrusion angle is a function of the angle of incidence of the laser beam, the eccentricity of the structures can be tuned through laser polarization, and the shape of the microstructures can be controlled via the atmosphere during irradiation. However, the very parameters used to control the shape and size also control the growth mechanisms and thus the structural and chemical composition of the structures themselves. Therefore, these processing parameters cannot be indiscriminately altered to tailor the overall surface morphology without regard to structural effects. We have recently demonstrated, for example, that the laser fluence critically influences not only the geometry of the surface structures but also the fundamental mechanisms that are responsible for the formation of the structures. In the present work, we expand on the previous study and demonstrate that the mechanisms through which surface structures develop also critically affects the final structural and crystalline composition of the processed surface.

In this work, the impact of the growth mechanism of multiscale surface structures fabricated via FLSP is characterized through an analysis of surface structures fabricated with a laser fluence ~40 times above the ablation threshold (named mounds) and surface structures fabricated with a laser fluence ~3 times above the ablation threshold (named nanoparticle-covered pyramids (NC-pyramids)). The ablation threshold for nickel is 0.05 J/cm² when measured with 300 fs pulses centered at 527 nm. The surfaces fabricated with the larger laser fluence are similar to previously published mound structures, and the structures fabricated with the lower laser fluence are similar to the previously published NC-pyramid structures.

Our previous publications include full descriptions of the formation process for the both mounds and NC-pyramids. A brief overview of the formation processes is included here to help clarify the structural and chemical analysis results. In our previous publication, the mound structures were separated into two unique morphologies: above surface growth mounds (ASG-mounds) and below surface growth mounds (BSG-mounds). The fluence of the ablation pulses determines which morphology develops, with the ASG-mounds forming at a higher fluence than the BSG-mounds. ASG-mounds form over ~100 pulses and BSG-mounds from over ~1000 pulses. The formation of both categories of mounds begins with the development of precursor domes that serve to initiate the later formation processes. Once the precursor domes are established, ASG-mound formation is dominated by fluid flow of the surface melt induced by non-uniform heating of the surface, along with redeposition of ablated material. Both of these mechanisms result in upward growth of the structures building on top of the precursor domes. The late stages of BSG-mound formation are dominated by preferential ablation of the...
valleys between each BSG-mound initialized by the precursor domes. This growth mechanism results in structures with peaks that are always below the original surface.

NC-pyramid formation is a different type of process than the formation of either mound structures and begins with the development of precursor cones. The precursor cones form due to localized increases in the ablation threshold of the surface, leading to preferential ablation of the material around the contrasting cone site. The cones have the same aspect ratio and slope of the final structure and develop from preferential ablation around locations of increased ablation threshold. Once a cone is established, the structure continues to develop into the sample surface through preferential ablation of the flat regions between individual NC-pyramids. At the same time, nanoparticles created during the ablation process redeposit on the surface. As a result, the structure grows taller and larger in diameter with increased pulse count, but the growth layer is composed of nanoparticles and is therefore porous.20,21

Mounds and NC-pyramids were fabricated on nickel by translating the target sample through the path of femtosecond laser pulses in a raster pattern. The laser used for the fabrication of multiscale surface structures was a Spectra Physics Spitfire, Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser system. The system is capable of producing 1 mJ, 50 fs pulses with a 1 kHz repetition rate. The pulse length and chirp were monitored using a Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) instrument from Positive Light (Model 8-02). The position of the sample with respect to the laser focal volume was controlled using computer-guided Melles Griot nanomotion translation stages with 3 axes of motion. The laser power was controlled using a half-wave plate and a polarizer.

Previous studies have demonstrated that the growth of self-organized surface structures is critically dependent on the laser fluence. For this reason, a square-shaped flat-top beam profile was used for the experiments in order to generate an uniform laser fluence on the material surface. This beam profile was created using a refractive beam shaper from Eksma Optics (GTH-4-2.2FA). The experimental setup including a more detailed description of the flat-top profile and a description of the determination of the spot size can be found in our previous publication.18 Processed regions larger than the laser spot size were created by translating the sample through the laser path in a raster pattern; the number of pulses incident on the sample was controlled via the translation speed. The work presented here was completed using nickel (200/201), which was chosen because of its promising use as electrodes in pseudocapacitor and electrolysiss systems, its purity, and the amount of published work on femtosecond pulse interactions with nickel.

The mounds discussed in the current work were produced at a laser fluence of 1.99 J/cm², which is in the crossover region between ASG-mounds and BSG-mounds; the formation process is therefore expected to be a combination of preferential ablation, fluid flow of the surface melt, and redeposition of material/nanoparticles. The size of the square top-hat beam profile was 168 μm per side and the translation speed and pitch between raster passes of the sample during fabrication was 2 mm/s and 15 μm, respectively, which resulted in 940 pulses per area. The NC-pyramids were formed with a laser fluence of 0.15 J/cm². The size of the beam profile was 290 μm per side, the translation speed of the sample was 0.5 mm/s, and the pitch between raster passes was 10 μm, which corresponds to 16 820 pulses per area. All samples were produced from the same stock of nickel, in open air and at a temperature of 22°C.

A single mound and NC-pyramid from the laser processed samples were investigated using a transmission electron microscope (TEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis. Cross-sections of representative mound and NC-pyramid structures were obtained via the in situ focused ion beam (FIB) lift out technique using a FEI Strata Dual Beam FIB/SEM. Each sample was capped with a carbon layer prior to the FIB milling to protect the nanoparticles on the surface from the high energy ion beam. TEM analysis was then performed using a FEI Tecnai TF-20 FEG/STEM. Images were taken at 200 kV in bright-field (BF) TEM mode and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) mode. To obtain chemical analysis, EDX spectra were obtained in STEM mode using a nominal 2 nm electron beam and an EDX detector system produced by EDAX.

Since this work focuses on chemical analysis of structures formed through FLSP, great care was taken to ensure the samples were not contaminated during the perpetration process. Our past experience has shown that any imaging in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) can often lead to surface contaminations of samples with hydrocarbons which originates from the SEM vacuum pumps. With this in mind, the actual samples that were cross-sectioned were not imaged in the SEM, but instead representative samples were produced using the same parameters as the samples that were cross-sectioned using the FIB mill and analyzed using the TEM.

The resulting micro/nanostructure for mounds and NC-pyramids after laser processing can be seen in Fig. 1. The SEM images shown in Fig. 1 are from representative samples produced using the same parameters as the samples sent for analysis.

TEM images of cross-sections of both mound and NC-pyramid structures, detailed in Fig. 2, reveal that both morphologies consist of a solid material for the bulk of the structure and a layer of nanoparticles coating the surface.

FIG. 1. SEM images of (a) and (b) mounds produced with 940 pulses/area at a fluence of 1.99 J/cm² and (c) and (d) NC-pyramids produced using 16 820 pulses/area at 0.15 J/cm².
The mounds and NC-pyramids are observed to differ in both the micrometer-scale bulk structure as well as the nanoparticle capping layer. The nanoparticle layer on the NC-pyramid is greater than 1.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick; while on the mound, it is only a few hundred nanometers thick. Upon close inspection, the nanoparticles for both samples have a large range in size from a couple hundred nanometers down to a few nanometers in diameter. It is interesting to note that a nanoparticle layer was not observed in our previous publication in which mounds were formed with a stationary beam. However, nanoparticles did accumulate on regions outside the ablation crater. This dependence on rastering suggests that redeposited nanoparticles accumulate on the surface of an individual mound as regions near, but not directly over the mound, are ablated. Mounds form in a fluence range where there is significant melting and material fluid flow on the surface. Therefore, for stationary ablation (non rastering), any nanoparticles that have redeposited will melt or be ejected from the surface during subsequent ablation pulses. In contrast, NC-pyramids form in a fluence range resulting in minimal melting of the surface, and consequently nanoparticles redeposit on the NC-pyramid structures with either stationary or rastered pulses.

Electron diffraction images of multiple locations within the bulk micrometer-scale substrate of both mounds and NC-pyramids were used to gain insight into the effect of growth mechanisms on the internal structure of the resultant surface morphologies; the corresponding TEM images are shown in Fig. 3 along with the TEM image maps that show the locations where the electron diffraction analysis were performed. This work focuses on the overall makeup of the entire mound and NC-pyramid microstructure, so the FIB mill cross sectioning was carried out in a manner to provide a broad view of the structure rather than isolating individual nanoparticles. As a result, the cross sections were not ideal for obtaining clean electron diffraction images from individual nanoparticles in the capping layer, and therefore electron diffraction images are only included for the internal structure.

TEM images show that the internal structure of the mound is characterized by numerous grains oriented at various angles, along with bending of the crystalline structure. Electron diffraction was completed at seven locations within the mound, as marked by white rectangles in Fig. 3(a). Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) are the electron diffraction patterns from locations marked in Fig. 3(a) that contain the best results. One should point out that at each location, the electron diffraction pattern is different due to the various orientations of the crystalline structure. Also, in each image, the electron diffraction pattern from multiple grains is present along with the patterns that have the indices marked. Furthermore, for most of the electron diffraction locations, there was significant overlay of multiple grains and bending of the crystalline structure that the electron diffraction patterns did not match any typical diffraction pattern for any orientation of crystalline nickel. As a result of the bending, many of the individual diffraction spots were elongated into lines similar to the spot marked in Fig. 3(f). The presence of multiple grain boundaries combined with significant strain in the crystalline structure is consistent with fluid flow and material redeposition as the dominant
mechanisms for the formation of mound structures over several hundred pulses. It is therefore expected that the integrity of the crystalline lattice of the substrate material is directly related to the laser fluence used during FLSP and thus the degree to which the substrate was heated during the fabrication process. The visible striations (variable contrast) observable in the bulk substrate in Fig. 3(a) may be a further indication of the influence of melting during fabrication.

In the electron diffraction studies of the NC-pyramid, we observe a substantially different diffraction pattern from that of the mound. The entire NC-pyramid appears to be a single grain. Electron diffraction was completed for seven different locations in the NC-pyramid, as marked by white rectangles in Fig. 3(d). Every location that we tested produced the same diffraction pattern, which was identical to the pattern in Fig. 3(e). This consistency in crystalline structure of the NC-pyramids suggests that the growth mechanism of the NC-pyramids involves minimal laser-induced melting. Indeed, the relatively low laser fluence near the ablation threshold minimizes thermal effects during processing and agrees with the electron diffraction results. This explanation is consistent with the absence of striations in Fig. 3(d) as compared to Fig. 3(a); the contrasted regions within the NC-pyramid that are visible in Fig. 3(d) are due to variations in sample thickness from FIB milling process.

It is possible that the stark contrast between the electron diffraction analyses of the mounds and NC-pyramids was due to the original grain structure of the substrate. The specific NC-pyramid analyzed could have originated from a single grain and the ablation process left the structure unaltered. XRD analysis, not included here, indicated that the original material was not single grain, though the results did not reveal the grain sizes. However, both samples were produced on the same piece of nickel and it is unlikely that the NC-pyramid happened to form on a single large grain (>10 μm) and the mound formed on a location with numerous nanometer-scale grains observed during the analysis. Another possibility for the NC-pyramid being composed of a single grain is that enough heat was introduced to the bulk material to anneal but not melt the structure.

For both mounds and NC-pyramids, an oxide is present throughout the nanoparticle layer, while the inner structure is pure nickel. These results were found by studying the chemical composition as a function of position within the cross-section of both the mound and NC-pyramid using scanning tunneling electron microscopy (STEM) combined with EDX analysis. Fig. 4 contains HAADF images with locations marked where STEM/EDX analysis was completed. Table I contains the STEM/EDX results. Since EDX is only semi-quantitative, there are large error values associated with the presented atomic percentages. However, the important results demonstrated in Table I are that nickel and an oxide are present for each analyzed region in the nanoparticle layer, while the inner structure contains only nickel. The samples were laser processed in open air, and consequently it is expected that over time any portions of the surface exposed to the atmosphere would develop an oxide, regardless of the structure profile. The presence of chlorine in the analysis is not a result of laser processing, but rather a result of the preparation process for ion beam milling. The solid, pure nickel core supports the theory of fluid flow of the surface melt and preferential ablation processes for the formation of each of these structures.

Notice in Table I that the tip of the NC-pyramid contains a high concentration of aluminum, oxygen, and some titanium. This impurity region is likely a result of the polishing process completed by the material vendor, which utilized alumina powder. It is expected that this impurity has a higher ablation threshold than the pure nickel bulk material, which would result in the formation of the precursor cone as discussed in our previous publication. This polishing-induced impurity is expected to be one of many potential sources for precursor cone formation. Through other studies not described here, similar precursor sites have been observed on unpolished surfaces as well as within the bulk of the material where any surface effects do not play a role. Future studies will further clarify the sources of precursor cone formation.

This work documents the structural and chemical composition of two unique structures: mounds and NC-pyramids formed by FLSP. Both morphologies are shown to have a solid core made of the original material (nickel), overlaid with nickel oxide nanoparticles. The NC-pyramid structures are made of a single grain while the mound structures contain many grains oriented at various angles along with bending of the crystalline structure. These results demonstrate the impact of the laser fluence on the integrity of the underlying crystalline structure as well as on the surface profile generated during multishot laser ablation processes. For this reason, modifications of the internal structure of the target material cannot be neglected when using such laser parameters to tailor the surface morphology. Additionally, attempts to model the development of multiscale structures through femtosecond laser illumination must account for the impact of laser fluence on the physics of the light-matter interaction.

![Image](image_url)

**Fig. 4.** High-angle annular dark-field TEM images of (a) a mound and (b) a pyramind with the regions marked where EDX was completed.

**TABLE I.** EDX results giving the atomic percentages for each area marked in Fig. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Ni (atom %)</th>
<th>O (atom %)</th>
<th>Cl (atom %)</th>
<th>Al (atom %)</th>
<th>Ti (atom %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mound</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area 5</td>
<td>47.09</td>
<td>46.31</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area 6</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC-pyramid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area 1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>60.11</td>
<td>37.63</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area 5</td>
<td>53.58</td>
<td>46.41</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area 7</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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